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European Union, 1995-

2021

EU Renewable Energy Directive (RED)

● EU’s pivotal legislation to promote renewable energy and 
reduce emissions from energy production

● Long history of controversy over inclusion of burning 
wood for energy as ‘renewable’, given the immediate 
need to reduce emissions and carbon payback period of 
burning certain types of wood

● Despite this RED policy considers the burning of woody 
biomass -> zero emissions

● Policy position has led to increase in use of burning wood 
for energy -> increased pressure on forests

● 2020 EU Commission initiates review of RED including 
how it treats woody biomass

● 2020-2022 NGOs call for woody biomass to no  longer be 
eligible for RED targets and subsidies



How much of EU “renewable” energy comes from woody 

biomass?
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Question: Is this a good thing?
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Answer: Not if we care about forests and the climate!
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Why is this important? If burning woody biomass were an EU 

country….

These emissions are considered 

“zero” in the EU RED



EU climate goals are being undermined…..



….because of more wood burning
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European Union, 1995-

2021

Increase in wood burning has been 

incentivised by the RED

● Since 1990, the EU has more than doubled the amount of 
biomass burned for energy - most of this increase has 
occurred since 2001, when the EU’s first RED policy 
promoting biomass went into affect

● Financial Times (July 2021): Growth over the past decade 
“has been tremendous”, says Thomas Meth, executive 
vice-president of sales and marketing at Enviva, a major 
US-based pellet producer. The EU’s 2009 move was 
“certainly one of the catalysts”.

● CM Biomass (one of world’s largest pellet manufacturers 
and traders): “CM Biomass Partners was founded in 2009 
as a response to the European Union’s increased 
demand for sustainable green energy solutions and the 
EU RED 2020 targets.”
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And forests are paying the price



The increasing controversy of burning trees for energy
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130+ NGOs
and over 350,000 individuals have joined 
policy statements to end the use of forest 

biomass for energy production



Ukraine tragedy adds fuel 

to the fire

● War in the Ukraine has put energy at 

the centre of EU politics

● Bioenergy industry is insensitively 

using this tragedy to burn more wood

● Replacing only about 10% of Russian 

fossil fuel imports to EU would 

require increasing wood burning by 

about 60%

● This would need to come from 

massive increase in logging already 

threatened forest ecosystems

Image source: Social media post from 

Austrian Biomass Verband



What was discussed in the RED revision?

● Climate, Health and Biodiversity impacts - the big 3 and 

their associated costs from burning wood

● How something is burned vs. What is burned - For the first 

time, the RED revision focus evolved from “how” something 

is burned (sustainability criteria) to “what” is burned 

(starting with Primary Woody Biomass - wood taken directly 

from the forest). This is a critical development b/c burning 

wood is worse than fossil fuels per unit energy output, no 

matter “how” you burn it

● Subsidies and targets - What should and should not receive 

support or contribute to RED targets

● Cascading Principle of Wood Use - burning should be a last, 

not first resort

● Alternatives - If not woody biomass, then what?2022?
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2021 Joint Research Centre biomass study

● Out of 24 scenarios of sourcing forest biomass, only 1 

likely to have short-term emissions benefit compared to 

fossil fuels without harming biodiversity (and even then, 

emissions could be worse for up to 20 years)

● Burning wood emits 350-380 MtC02e/year

● About 120 million tonnes of wood annually in the EU is of 

“unknown origin” and can be attributed to energy sector. 

Raised as a ‘red flag’ concern.

● This last point raises serious questions of whether much 

of wood used for energy is legally sourced

Yet, the biomass industry welcomed this report 

as a green light for burning forest biomass.



25

Coarse woody debris = “forestry residues”: 

HIGH RISK for ecosystems and climate

Only one scenario of 24 (limited removal of fine woody 

debris) shows low biodiversity and carbon impacts

Majority of forest biomass deemed “high risk” for forest and 

climate



Fine woody debris - climate impacts for up to 2 decades



Coarse woody debris - “lose/lose” for climate and biodiversity



Environment Committee Vote, May 2022
● Committees are powerful institutions of the EU 

Parliament, whose role is to prepare legislative positions 

based on expert advise, consultation and robust 

deliberation and debate

● ENVI committee is largest of all EU committees

● For the first time ever, it defined Primary Woody Biomass 

(wood taken directly from forest) in the RED, therefore 

addressing “what” is being burned, not just “how” (eg. 

sustainability criteria)

● Voted to exclude PWB from RED targets, with some 

loopholes

● Voted to exclude PWB from subsidy eligibility

● Cascading principle of wood use - burning must be a last 

resort - to be enactedENVI



EU Parliament (EP) Vote, September 2022
● PWB - Definition of Primary Woody Biomass maintained, 

but significant loopholes (forests affected by pests and 

natural events, fire prevention)

● Subsidies - Voted to exclude PWB from being eligible for 

subsidies (with exceptions like above)

● Targets - Voted for a cap and phase down, but vague 

timeline which won’t meet 2030 climate target needs and 

expressed as share, not absolute value

● Cascading principle of wood use maintained but 

implemention through to be enforced

● Other Exclusions - high biodiversity areas (old-growth 

forest) and land with high carbon stock (wetlands)

EP For the first time, the EU Parliament acknowledged 

there is a big problem with burning woody biomass



EIA’s 2022 biomass investigations in Eastern Europe

• EIA’s new investigation in Eastern Europe documents the burning of whole logs from 

protected areas for biomass and pellets in four countries in the region: Romania, Bulgaria, 

Poland and Slovakia

• This backs up findings from the EU’s Joint Research Centre (JRC) that burning whole logs 

for energy is unsustainable, bad for the climate, and bad for biodiversity

• Illegal logging is widespread in Eastern Europe

• Investigations revealed widespread industry misrepresentation of wood sources

https://us.eia.org/report/the-eus-renewable-energy-policies-driving-the-logging-and-burning-of-europes-protected-forests/


Slovakia

• Investigation focused on biomass plants in eastern Slovakia’s HCV forests

• One plant - TEHO, Bardejov - received 6 million euros in subsidies in 2020

• Investigation linked TEHO - which was built on commitment to burn timber industry 

waste (sawdust etc) - to burning very large logs from Natura 2000 sites in eastern 

Slovakia

• Recently European Court of Justice found Slovakia is failing to meet lawful 

obligations as required in Natura 2000 sites

https://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf;jsessionid=FFAE65B564623A8FFDC91144B89304D0?text=&docid=261463&pageIndex=0&doclang=EN&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=525804


Poland

• Poland doesn’t publish information on destination of wood cut from forests

• Investigation in Natura 2000 forests in southeast Poland, home to some of 

country’s last intact, old growth forests (Lutowiska Forest District)

• Poland’s largest biomass burner - Polianec biomass plant - sources from a 

company that sources wood from these intact forests.

• Polianec received 68 million in subsidies for burning wood in 2021



Bulgaria

• Investigation (ongoing) in Natura 2000 forests
• Initial focus on western Bulgaria - Natura 2000 sites classified as old growth forests 

logged and transported directly to pellet plant
• Bulgarian government directly subsidising the installation of pellet stoves and 

companies receiving direct subsidies to transport wood
• Unknown whether proper Natura 2000 env assessments have occurred
• WWF recently reported up to ⅓ of all logging in Bulgaria is illegal
• Recent reports of links between Bulgarian pellet market and voter fraud



Romania

• Evidence of transports of stemwood (“whole logs”) direct from logging in Natura 

2000 sites, National Parks and Natural Parks, to pellet makers

• Romania allows commercial logging in protected areas, but environmental impact 

assessments are required

• Romania is subject of EU Commission infringement since 2020 for failing to properly 

carry out environmental assessments as required under EU law

• EIA’s partner submitted a formal legal complaint to Romania’s Forest Guard. Pellet 

company fined for illegal wood intake. 





Industry statements against wood burning

● Stora Enso: “We are under huge pressure, and it breaks my 

heart really to see biomass going to energy usage or subsidies 

going to that region because that breaks all the cascading 

principles”

● European Panel Association: “applauds that the Parliament 

resolution clearly recognises and underlines the need for 

alignment of bioenergy policies with the cascading principle of 

biomass…”

● Polish Wood Manufacturers: “We believe that it is wasteful to 

use for energy purposes any kind of wood fibre that can be used 

as a raw material for further processing in industry. All the more 

reason why such raw material should not be subsidised.”

● Portuguese Furniture Industry: “…when wood is burned it 

cannot be reused or contribute to the decarbonization of 

society…”



Outlook

• Final RED Trilogue negotiations scheduled for December

• The 2022 EU Parliament vote turned the burning of woody biomass from an 

emerging issue into a serious problem that needs to be solved

• For the first time, the breaks have been put on burning woody biomass for energy 

at an EU level

• Other industries becoming more worried about resource availability and market 

distortions from continued support for burning wood for energy

• Further investigations by NGOs will bring even great scrutiny to the sourcing of 

woody biomass for energy. So too, will companies in the supply chains.

• NGOs continue to call for all forms of combustion to no longer contribute to RED 

targets, in line with climate commitments - time frame of wood burning carbon 

recovery overshoots climate targets

• Changes to RED signal increased risk to financial investment in wood burning



Choosing a true Renewable Energy future?

Woody biomass                    or   
True low emissions 

technologies




